Introduction
Development of screening techniques has reduced the incidence of prostate cancers (PCa) that have already spread to neighboring lymph nodes (LN+) from about 40% to <10% in the last 50 years [1] . However, this still accounts for about 22,000 new cases each year in the US alone [2] . The sole recent randomized data for prostate cancer patients with positive lymph nodes after radical prostatectomy (RP) recommends adjuvant hormonal therapy postoperatively [3] . However, it has been long understood that degree of LN involvement has a significant role in outcome. Whether microscopic versus gross involvement [4, 5] , LN tumor volume [6] , presence of extracapsular extension [7] or described by ratio [5, 8, 9] , less LN involvement contributes to longer survival than more involvement.
Mathematical modeling provides mechanisms to predict tumor behavior based on cellular signatures, and also to predict patient-specific treatment options based on retrospective population dynamics. In 2001, we introduced a model for death rates of different cancer patient cadres [10] , based on untreated patient populations of breast [11] and cervical cancer [12] , and validated model predictions using data of treated patients from the National Cancer Database. We have applied this model to the population of LN+ PCa patients [13] . Survival curves from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) registry between 1988 and 1993 were modeled using this technique with high accuracy (R 2 = 0.998). The model construct is based on a sigmoidal-shaped inverse Gompertzian model of population death [14, 15] . The first part of the curve with a relatively small decrease in survival describes the time frame in which the applied treatment can be considered successful; progression of cancer to advanced stages and the ultimate treatment failure in some cases is reflected in the late exponential decline of the survival curve [13] . The concept of the inflection point (IP), that is, the point at which the transition from
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Abstract
It is estimated that about 10% of new prostate cancer (PCa) cases are lymph node-positive (LN+). We have previously discussed the role of the inflection point (IP) of an inverse Gompertzian survival curve as a surrogate for disease incurability. In this study, we aimed to stratify curability of different patient cohorts with pathologically positive lymph nodes through modeling survival curves by different percentages of LN involvement (%LN+) postoperatively and calculating associated IPs. From the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database, we selected LN+ PCa patients undergoing radical prostatectomy. Modeling of relative survival curves using inverse Gompertzian kinetics for increasing value of maximal %LN+ involvement allowed stratification of cohort into groups with <10%, 10-40%, and greater or equal to 40% of LN+ out of all LNs sampled. Data were retrieved for 5903 patients. For the entire cohort, relative survival was 96%, 87%, and 76% at 5, 10, and 15 years, respectively. For %LN +, <10% the IP was about 27 years postoperatively. Patients with 10-40% LN+ had an IP at about 10 years; for those with more than 40% LN+, the IP was 7 years. A 10-year relative survival decreases from 97% for <10% LN+ to 71% for more than 40% LN+. While better therapies for LN + PCa are badly needed, this patient cadre is not homogenous and should be stratified by %LN+ in future clinical trials.
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Open Access relatively slow to exponential decline occurs, is central as populations with less severe disease or possessing more effective treatment have a later inflection point [10] [11] [12] [13] . Given sufficient follow-up time, a patient cadre survival curve will exhibit an IP for any treatment that is not 100% successful. Before reaching an IP, potential curative interventions may be applied; after this point, reproducible cure is unlikely [13] . It is important to understand that this is true only with respect to existing treatments during the era in question. New therapies of course may provide cure, but that will impact a different cohort of patients.
Our objective was to apply the established inverse Gompertzian modeling framework to analyze the cadre of LN+ PCa patients in greater detail. Based on percentage LN involvement, that is, ratio of positive LNs to all LN sampled, and the concept of the IP, we aim to stratify the LN+ cohort into groups that benefit differently from current treatment techniques.
Materials and Methods

Study population
We derived an analytic dataset from the SEER research database (November 2014 submission), consisting of male patients with initial primary prostate cancer (ICD-O code C61.9) diagnosed in 1988 or later who had undergone radical prostatectomy (surgery specific code 60 and 50 for cases diagnosed before and after 1997, respectively) and with defined numbers of both tested and positive lymph nodes. These data, obtained from a national sample, likely includes hormonal therapy in the disease trajectory. Patient characteristics are summarized in Table 1 .
To ensure that the results of the entire group are indeed generalizable to smaller subcohorts, we created an additional subcohort of 2758 white patients with grade III lesions not receiving radiotherapy. This allowed us to investigate whether other cofactors might confound results of the subsequent analysis. Other patient subcohorts (different races/ethnicities, grades, etc.) had insufficient numbers for analysis.
Survival analysis
Age-, race-, and gender-matched expected survival for each group was calculated using the Ederer II method [16] using expected survival life tables provided by SEER and distributed with the SEER*Stat software (NCI, Bethesda, MD, USA and Information Management Services Inc., Calverton, MD, USA). Relative survival was estimated by calculating observed survival using Kaplan-Meier estimates and then dividing its value at each time point by the corresponding expected survival [16, 17] . Relative survival was adjusted if exceeding 100%. In case of increasing values, correction was made using the value from the previous period. . Dotted lines show 95% confidence intervals. N = size of the cohort; P-value calculated using two-tailed log-rank test.
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Standard error for the survival was obtained using the Greenwood formula and statistical significance between each relative survival curves at specific time point was performed using Z-test [17] . Survival comparisons between observed survival curves were performed using two-tailed log-rank tests.
Modeling and calculation of inflection point
Relative survival (RS) curves were modeled using inverse Gompertzian kinetics with values of parameters b 1 , b 2 , and b 3 that minimize the sum of squared differences between the model and survival curves at each month of follow-up (least squares regression). Minimization was performed using genetic and deterministic algorithms implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natic, MA, USA).
In prior publications [10, 13] , first differences in the first derivative were used to estimate the derivative of the curves at specific points in time. Here, we calculate this inflection point (IP), that is, the point at each the derivative has a minimal value, using the analytical expression for the derivative and utilizing the minimum searching procedure implemented in MATLAB, with the initial guess informed by the plot of the derivative.
Results
Whole cohort survival and inflection point analysis
From the observed survival curve (Fig. 1A) , 43.5% of patients will survive 15 years after diagnosis. Relative survival for the entire cohort is 96%, 87%, and 76% at 5, 10, and 15 years, respectively (Fig. 1B) .
The left-skewed distribution of %LN+ in the whole cohort ( Fig. 2A ) allows creating subsets of patient cohorts for which %LN+ does not exceed a specified cutoff value, which can be as small as 10%. We calculated and modeled relative survival curves for increasing values of %LN+ cutoff. Corresponding inflection points decrease rapidly for low %LN+ cutoff values (Fig. 2B ). Extending the cadre of patients having <10% of LN+ to those having <20% of LN+ causes a decrease in IP from initial 26.8 to 13.5 years. Based on the inflection point analysis presented in Figure 2B , we stratify patients into three groups: (1) %LN + <10%; (2) %LN+ between 10% and 40%; and (3) %LN+ greater or equal than 40%. This grouping resulted in well-separated RS curves (Fig. 3A) , with significantly better prognosis for patients with lower values of %LN+. The estimated relative survival curves for each %LN+ group at 5, 10, and 15 years differ significantly (P < 0.05) and the 10-year relative survival diminishes from 97% for <10% LN+ to 71% for more than 40% LN+ (P < 0.001).
Inverse Gompertzian kinetics (Eq. 1) provided excellent fit to relative survival curves for each %LN+ group (Fig. 4A , Table 2 (Fig. 4C) . For %LN+ values <10%, the IP was about 27 years postoperatively for the whole cohort. Patients with 10-40% LN+ had an inflection point at about 10 years; for those with more than 40% LN+, the inflection point was 7 years.
Subcohort survival and inflection point analysis
At 5, 10, and 15 years, relative survival for the white, GIII, RT(-) subcohort was significantly lower than for the whole cohort (P < 0.05) with rates of 93%, 81%, and 68%, respectively (Fig. 1B) . Distribution of relative LN involvement (%LN+) in the subcohort is qualitatively the same as for the entire cohort, with about 50% less cases in each %LN+ strata presented in Figure 2A . The qualitative behavior of the IP when increasing LN positivity cutoff is also similar as for the entire sample (Fig. 2B) . Extending the cadre of patients having <10% of LN+ to those having <20% of LN+ causes a decrease in IP from 15.95 to 10.8 years.
Stratification of white, GIII, RT-patients in the same %LN+ groups as the whole cohort also resulted in wellseparated RS curves (Fig. 3B) . The differences between relative survival values at 5, 10, and 15 years are also statistically significant, except for the 5-and 15-year points between <10% and 10-40% groups. For that subcohort, the 10 years relative survival decreases from 91% for <10% LN+ to 65% for more than 40% LN+ (P < 0.001).
Inverse Gompertzian kinetics (Eq. 1) again provided excellent fit to relative survival curves for each %LN+ group (Fig. 4B , Table 2 ) and inflection point varies inversely with increasing %LN+ (Fig. 4D) . For %LN+ values <10%, the IP was about 16 years postoperatively. Patients with 10-40% LN+ had an inflection point at about 11 years; for those with more than 40% LN+, the inflection point was 7 years.
Discussion
Optimal treatment schedules for lymph node-positive prostate cancers are yet to be defined. Here, we show, using the metric of time to IP, that the population of LN + PCa patients is highly heterogeneous. We developed and analyzed an analytic dataset derived from the SEER research database consisting of male patients with initial primary prostate cancer diagnosed in 1988 or later undergoing RP. These cohort data take into account the use of adjuvant therapies in the LN+ population in the US between 1988 and 2012. Hormonal therapy may safely be assumed to have been used diffusely through this population. Newer adjuvant therapies, on the other hand may not be expected to impact these survival data.
We stratified this cadre of patients using the percentage LN involvement (the ratio of LN+ to all LNs examined). The proposed grouping resulted in well-separated relative survival curves, with significantly better prognosis for the patients with lower values of %LN+. In the general population of LN+ patients, the 10-year relative survival diminishes from 97% for <10% LN+ to 71% for more than 40% LN+. This is reflected also in a drop in the estimated time to IP: from about 27 years for <10% LN+ to about 7 years for more than 40% LN+. Importantly, when stratifying inflection points by number of positive LN, there is a light predictive capability of 1, 2, 3, or ≥4 positive LNs (see Fig. S1 ). This is less useful than percentage LN involvement (%LN+).
Analysis of the subcohort of grade III, white patients who did not receive radiotherapy shows the same qualitative behavior, that is, the larger the LN involvement, the worst is the prognosis. Moreover, for 10-40% LN+ and more than 40% LN+, the estimated IP values in the subcohort are the same as in the whole cohort. However, there is a large (almost 11 years) difference in the IP for patients with less than 10% LN+, which could indicate that race, RT, and/or high-grade tumors (Grade III) may influence the inflection point when lymph node involvement is low.
Conceptually, the inflection point (IP) represents uniquely a calculated endpoint independent from biochemical control or survival. The IP, based on the Gompertz model, represents the point at which cancer with different degree LN+ become incurable. This then allows better informed decisions about potentially curative therapies. The population of men with LN+ post-op could be stratified into IP-dependent categories with appropriate therapeutic approaches.
In summary, our study suggests that clinical protocols for LN+ PCa should consider patient heterogeneity, and %LN+ in particular. Future clinical trials for LN+ patients should stratify patients by %LN+ to remove survival biases and allow identification of potentially curative therapies for LN+ PCa.
